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LITERACY 

In Semester 1, students investigated the purpose of texts. When reading, students explored letters and 

sounds, high frequency words, sentence boundary punctuation and directionality to make meaning. 

Students expanded their word knowledge by exploring texts that contain familiar vocabulary and some 

unfamiliar vocabulary. They recalled key ideas and recognised literal and implied meaning in texts by 

developing their comprehension skills and applying new comprehension strategies.  

The writing focus this semester was around character descriptions and procedures. Students were asked to 

write sentences with boundary punctuation, verbs and adjectives. Students explored how adverbs could 

change their writing and how important topic specific vocabulary was to ‘bump up’ their writing. 

NUMERACY 

In Mathematics this semester, students developed confidence with number sequences to and from 100 by 

ones, twos, fives and tens. They recognised, modelled, read, wrote and ordered numbers, and they 

partitioned numbers using Place Value. They represented and solved addition and subtraction problems 

using a range of strategies including counting on, partitioning and rearranging parts. They explored 

fractions and recognised one-half. They recognised and classified familiar two-dimensional shapes and 

three-dimensional objects using obvious geometric features. Students recognised, described and ordered 

Australian coins according to their value. They told time to the half-hour and described time duration 

using months, weeks, days and hours. 

Students measured and compared the capacities of objects using informal units. They identified outcomes 

of familiar events involving chance and described them using everyday language such as ‘will happen’, 

‘won’t happen’, or ‘might happen’. Students chose simple questions, gathered responses, made simple 

inferences and represented data with objects and drawings.  They also explored giving and following 

directions to familiar locations.  

SCIENCE 

In Science this semester students engaged in the unit entitled, “Light and Sound”.  Students explored sources 

of light and sound, and the senses used to observe them.  They manipulated materials to observe how light 

and sound are produced and how changes could be made to light and sound effects.  

Students also engaged in the “Material Madness” unit this semester where they explored the properties of 

various materials. Students were required to describe the effects of physically changing a material to make a 

boat that would float. 

TECHNOLOGIES 

In Term One, students identified and explored digital and non-digital technologies, and how common 

digital systems (hardware and software) are used to meet specific purposes. They engaged in coding 

activities using the BeeBots; designing solutions to simple problems using a sequence of steps and decisions. 

In Term Two, students explored how plants and animals are grown for food, clothing and shelter and 

how food is selected and prepared for healthy eating. Students identified how people design and produce 

familiar products and they worked collaboratively to use tools and equipment safely to make designed 

solutions. 

HASS 

In HASS this semester students explored ‘My Changing Life’. Students studied the enquiry question “How 

has my family and daily life changed over time?” They explored family structures now and in the past, and 

compared their daily lives to daily life for people in their family in the past.  

 

 



THE ARTS 

This semester in Music, students in Year One have developed their aural skills by exploring and imitating 

sounds, pitch and rhythm patterns using voice, movement and body percussion. They are learning to sing 

and play instruments to improvise and practise a repertoire of chants, songs, poetry and rhymes including 

songs used by cultural groups in the community.  

During Dance this semester, students made and responded to dance by exploring two-dimensional shapes 

and three-dimensional objects as stimulus. Students created and performed their ‘shape dance’ in groups. 

 

HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

This semester during Physical Education, all children in Year 1 have engaged in and demonstrated that they 

enjoyed the programs of Simple Games, Cross Country, Track and Field (Athletics), Netball and Rugby 

League. These programs developed your child’s understanding of organised games as well as their physical 

and interpersonal skills. The children also explored concepts associated with applying movement skills and 

creating movement sequences in specific settings to achieve the desired physical outcomes of the sport 

covered.  

Students have learnt about the layout of playing fields and the basic rules of the games covered. In team 

games; player positions, court boundaries and basic flow of play were introduced. The skills of: running, 

passing, blocking, catching, and shooting were introduced and practiced. 

During Health this semester, students explored and recognised how to be safe at home, school and within 

the community. Students also explored and recognised ways to be healthy within three areas; being active, 

eating healthy foods and looking after my body. 

The Primary Movements Program (PMP) continued to develop Gross Motor Skills in Term 1. In Term 2, 

students developed motor skills and coordination through activities that are more sport aligned. 

 


